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TOP & TILT KITS

FEATURES:  

 z Cylinders are specially designed to fit your tractor
 z Cylinders are available in 2", 2-1/2", and 3" bore,  

 depending on the tractor size
 z Cylinders can be purchased in any combination

 top only, tilt only or both

Note: To make box scrapers more versatile, nothing 
works better than being able to control the tilt and pitch 
of the implement. Grading jobs are more accurate be-
cause you have complete control to develop the slopes 
you require when landscaping, building roads, etc.

TOP & TILT CYLINDERS

FEATURES: 
 z Valves handle flows from 15 to 17 GPM
 z (10-13 GPM through the ports) @ 3000 PSI
 z Brackets are available for most popular   

  models:  Case, New Holland, John Deere and  
  Kubota compact tractors

 z Bracket assemblies consist of rollbar clamp,  
  adjustable arm with valve mounting and   
  safety valve cover 

 z Powder coat painted black  

Note: The valve and valve bracket assemblies are a
simple and easy to install bolt-on-kit, no drilling required. 
The strong, adjustable bracket positions to the custom-
ers requirements.

VALVE & BRACKET ASSEMBLY

Caution: If you extend the top link cylinder to the 
maximum on some box scrapers and completely 
collapse or extend the side link cylinder, a box 
scraper could damage the tractor tire.

QUICK HITCHES

MODELS HITCH OVERALL WIDTH OVERALL HEIGHT ADAPTOR BUSHINGS WEIGHT
102851 Cat. 1 30" 23-1/4" 7/8" ID x 2" OD 76 lbs.
102853 Cat. 2 37-1/4" 23-1/4" 1-1/8" ID x 2" OD 134 lbs.

 z Fast, easy attachment and release of 3-point
  implements

 z Operator can engage and secure implement from
  tractor seat

 z Reduces chance of personal injury
 z Adjustable top link bracket
 z Automatic lock with quick release handle

QH SERIES
FEATURES: 

The following options are available: adapter bushing   
 kits for Cat. 1 & 2 quick hitch, adapter bushing kit for   
 clevis style Cat. 1 quick hitch.
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